THE ROAD CHURCH PRESENTS 2021'S

OUTDOOR
PRACTICES
Experience God Everywhere This Summer

Closer, Closer and Closer
More will be revealed

Each living thing in the natural world reveals some aspect of God,
reflects some of God’s goodness. We can see God’s image and
likeness within the other-than-human realm (as in Romans 1:20:
“for since the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities—his
eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, being
understood from what has been made, so that people are without
excuse.”) But we haven’t always understood that God’s world—
our world—is naturally sacred, deserving our reverence and
respect. In this simple practice, we have opportunities to
(re)connect with God through a close encounter with nature, and
perhaps to more deeply appreciate the wonder of the creation
that lies right under our feet.
In any natural habitat (or your own yard, or neighbourhood park),
use some string or sticks to mark off a place on the ground that
has an area of about 0.1m2 (a square with sides of 30 cm or 12
inches works; you can make it a little bigger if you like). Look at
that area from a standing position for 5 minutes, taking careful
note of what you see. Then kneel down, or sit on a rock or chair,
and observe that same area from that vantage point for 5
minutes. Take particular notice of the things that you missed
while standing. Next, lie on your stomach or lean closer to
explore the area in detail (perhaps use a magnifying glass for an
even closer look).
Job 12:7-10
"Ask the animals, and they will teach you, or the birds in the
sky, and they will tell you; or speak to the earth, and it will
teach you, or let the fish in the sea inform you. Which of all
these does not know that the hand of the Lord has done
this? In his hand is the life of every creature and the breath
of all mankind.”

For Kids

Continued

Observe the contents of your square as if you were a visitor from
a strange planet: be intentionally curious about what you’re
looking at; ask questions, look for patterns, consider possible
explanations. This way of looking at things—with ‘fresh eyes’—
helps allow new information to come through that you might
otherwise overlook. If you find something that captures your
attention, such as an insect, worm, or plant, observe it as long as
you want, then explore somewhere else in your square. Stay with
your exploration for at least 10 minutes. Write about this
experience in your nature journal. Add sketches or any other
illustrative material you like.
Whether we write in our journals on a daily, weekly or monthly
basis, setting up a regular habit of journaling helps sharpen our
observation skills and deepens our connection with nature and
God, its creator. Given that many of us have a busy pace of life,
it’s easy to put off journaling. But, if we schedule it the way we
would any other activity, this practice can become a reminder to
pay attention to the small things which, in turn, can become a
pathway to increasing our capacity to see God’s divine presence
throughout our physical world.

Mark off a spot of the
ground with a hula hoop
or pieces of string. Count how
many different living things
are inside of it.
Draw any insects or
creatures and find out what
they are called.

I saw a
hummingbird stand
in midair and
scratch his cheek
vigorously with his
left foot, as he
might have done
perched at ease
upon a tree.
"Wonderful!" I said
to myself. "I never
dreamed of such a
thing before, and
now after seventyseven years of
watching, I have
seen it!"
-Wendell Berry

